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We study the effect of anomalous Wtb couplings on the B¯ → Xsγ branching ratio. The considered
couplings are introduced as parts of gauge-invariant dimension-six operators that are built out of the
Standard Model fields only. One-loop contributions from the charged-current vertices are assumed
to be of the same order as the tree-level flavour-changing neutral current ones. Bounds on the
corresponding Wilson coefficients are derived.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The large t¯t production cross section at the LHC is
expected to provide an opportunity to study Wtb inter-
actions with high accuracy (see, e.g., [1, 2]). When per-
forming such studies, one should take into account con-
straints from the flavour changing neutral current pro-
cesses where loops involving top quarks play a crucial
role. In particular, the inclusive decay B¯ → Xsγ pro-
vides stringent bounds on the structure of Wtb vertices.
In the present paper, we calculate contributions to the
B¯ → Xsγ branching ratio from one-loop diagrams in-
volving several dimension-six effective operators that give
rise to non-standard Wtb interactions. We work in the
framework of an effective theory that is given by the La-
grangian
L = LSM+ 1
Λ
∑
i
C
(5)
i Q
(5)
i +
1
Λ2
∑
i
C
(6)
i Q
(6)
i +O
(
1
Λ3
)
,
(1)
where LSM is the Standard Model (SM) Lagrangian,
while Q
(n)
i denote dimension-n operators that are invari-
ant under the SM gauge symmetries and are built out
of the SM fields. Such an approach is appropriate for
any SM extension where all the new particles are heavy
(Mnew ∼ Λ≫ mt). So long as only processes at momen-
tum scales µ≪ Λ are considered, the heavy particles can
be decoupled [3], which leads to the effective theory (1).
Recent analyses of the top-quark anomalous couplings in
the same framework can be found, e.g., in Refs. [4, 5].
A complete classification of the operatorsQ
(5)
i andQ
(6)
i
has been given in Ref. [6]. Since Q
(5)
i involve no quark
fields, we ignore them from now on, and skip the su-
perscripts “(6)” at the dimension-six operators and their
Wilson coefficients Ci. Here, we restrict our considera-
tions to the following dimension-six operators that gen-
erate anomalous Wtb couplings:
QRR = t¯Rγ
µbR
(
φ˜†iDµφ
)
+ H.c.,
QLL = q¯Lτ
aγµqL
(
φ†τaiDµφ
)− q¯LγµqL (φ†iDµφ)
+ H.c.,
QLRt = q¯Lσ
µντatRφ˜W
a
µν +H.c.,
QLRb = q¯
′
Lσ
µντabRφW
a
µν +H.c., (2)
where φ denotes the Higgs doublet, φ˜ = iτ2φ∗,
qL = (tL, VtbbL + VtssL + VtddL) ,
q ′L = (V
∗
tbtL + V
∗
cbcL + V
∗
ubuL, bL) , (3)
and V stands for the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa
(CKM) matrix. The Wtb interaction vertex
t b
Wµaq
= − igw√
2
[γµ(vLPL + vRPR)
+
iσµνq
ν
MW
(gLPL + gRPR)
]
(4)
with PL,R =
1
2 (1 ∓ γ5) is found by combining the usual
SM interaction with the extra contributions that are ob-
tained by setting the Higgs field in Eq. (2) to its vacuum
expectation value.
Our operators (2) have been adjusted to generate the
vertex (4) in a gauge-invariantmanner, without introduc-
ing extra sources of CP-violation or tree-level Flavour
Changing Neutral Current (FCNC) interactions. The
absence of tree-level FCNC in QRR, QLRt and QLRb is
transparent. Verifying that QLL is also free of tree-level
FCNC requires a short calculation that is most conve-
niently performed in the unitary gauge when the pseu-
dogoldstone components of φ are absent. The relative
sign between the two parts of QLL causes cancellation of
FCNC couplings like s¯LγµbLZ
µ. We wish to avoid such
couplings here because they would contribute at the tree
level to the observed decay B¯ → Xsl+l−.
Since our goal is testing anomalous couplings of the
top quark without affecting top-less physics, the flavour
structure of QRR, QLL and QLRt has been arranged in
such a way that all the charged-current interactions in
these operators involve the top. The operator QLRb does
not fulfill this requirement. It contains some Wcb and
Wub vertices, too. Using qL instead of q
′
L in this oper-
ator would cause problems with tree-level FCNC. Thus,
our final B¯ → Xsγ results are going to receive contri-
butions not only from the Wtb vertex (4) but also from
2the Wcb and Wub parts of QLRb, from the Wts and
t¯tγ parts of QLRt (see Fig. 2 in the next section), from
the Wts part of QLL, and from flavour-off-diagonal field
renormalization in the b¯bγ part of QLRb. The appearance
of non-Wtb interactions is an unavoidable consequence of
introducing the anomalousWtb ones in a gauge-invariant
manner.
It is important to realize that the particular flavour
structure of our operators should actually be set in the
interaction basis, before the Yukawa matrix diagonaliza-
tion. This can be achieved by a proper alignment of the
Yukawa matrices and the couplings at the dimension-six
operators. Here, we shall not deliberate whether such an
alignment can be natural in some particular model. Our
approach is purely phenomenological. Since the anoma-
lous Wtb couplings (4) are going to be investigated at
the LHC, we would like to know the current bounds on
them from B¯ → Xsγ, assuming a particular embedding
(2) of these couplings into higher-dimensional operators.
The dimensionless couplings vL,R and gL,R in Eq. (4)
are related to the Wilson coefficients Ci as follows:
vL = V
∗
tb +
CLLV
∗
tb√
2GFΛ2
, vR =
CRR
2
√
2GFΛ2
,
gL =
CLRbV
∗
tb
GFΛ2
, gR =
CLRtV
∗
tb
GFΛ2
, (5)
where GF = 2
− 5
2M−2W g
2
w is the Fermi constant. The
coefficients Ci are real, which follows from the fact that
the operators in Eq. (2) are self-conjugate. Note that all
these operators become CP-even in the limit when the
CKM matrix in Eq. (3) becomes real.
Constraints from B(B¯ → Xsγ) on anomalousWtb cou-
plings have already been studied in Refs. [7, 8]. However,
those analyses were restricted to the couplings vL,R in
Eq. (4). Moreover, our results for the branching ratio
dependence on vL are substantially different, because an
operator containing theWcb andWub vertices was effec-
tively used there instead of QLL.
Our paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we de-
scribe the matching computation for passing from the ef-
fective theory (1) to another low-energy effective theory
where the top quark and the electroweak gauge bosons
are already decoupled. In Sec. III, a numerical expression
for the B¯ → Xsγ branching ratio as a function of vL,R
and gL,R is presented, and bounds on these parameters
are discussed. We conclude in Sec. IV.
II. MATCHING
In the decay B¯ → Xsγ, all the external momenta are
much smaller thanMW . Consequently, it is convenient to
decouple the top quark and the electroweak gauge bosons
at the scale µ0 ∼ mt,MW . At this scale, we match the
effective theory (1) with another one, whose Lagrangian
has precisely the same form as in the SM case [9]
Leff = LQCD×QED(u, d, s, c, b) + 4GF√
2
V ∗tsVtb
8∑
i=1
Ci(µ)Qi,
(6)
where Q1, ..., Q6 are four-quark operators, and
Q7 =
emb
16pi2
s¯Lσ
µνbRFµν ,
Q8 =
gsmb
16pi2
s¯Lσ
µνT abRG
a
µν . (7)
The presence of non-SM terms in Eq. (1) causes devia-
tions of Ci(µ0) in Eq. (6) from their SM values
Ci(µ0) = C
SM
i (µ0) + ∆Ci(µ0). (8)
So long as vL,R and gL,R are treated as quantities of
zeroth order in the expansion in gw and gs, the deviations
∆C7(µ0) and ∆C8(µ0) are also of zeroth order, similarly
to CSM7 (µ0) and C
SM
8 (µ0). On the other hand, extra
contributions to the Wilson coefficients of the four-quark
operators Q1, ..., Q6 arise only at higher orders in gw or
gs, and will be neglected here.
Because of ultraviolet renormalization, it would be
inconsistent to assume that no other operators but
QRR, ...,QLRb (2) are present in the dimension-six part of
the Lagrangian (1). Instead, we shall make a weaker as-
sumption, namely that the MS-renormalized Wilson co-
efficients of all the other relevant operators in Eq. (1) at
scales of order µ0 satisfy
Cother(µ ∼ µ0)
GFΛ2
∼ O(gnw), n ≥ 2. (9)
Under such an assumption, only tree-level b → sγ and
b → sg diagrams with insertions of such operators must
be included in our leading-order calculation of ∆C7(µ0)
and ∆C8(µ0). Denoting such “primordial” tree-level
contributions by C
(p)
7 (µ0) and C
(p)
8 (µ0), we can express
∆C7,8(µ0) as follows
∆Ci(µ0) = C
(p)
i (µ0) +
1
V ∗tb
[
δvL f
vL
i (x) + vR
mt
mb
fvRi (x)
+ gL
MW
mb
fgLi (x) + gR
mt
MW
fgRi (x)
]
, (10)
where x = m2t/M
2
W and δvL = vL−V ∗tb. It is understood
that the Wilson coefficients in the definitions (5) of vL,R
and gL,R are MS-renormalized at the matching scale µ0.
The functions f
vL,R
7,8 (x) and f
gL,R
8 (x) originate from
ultraviolet-finite diagrams, and depend on x only. How-
ever, divergent diagrams occur in the calculation of
f
gL,R
7 (x). Consequently, logarithms ln
µ0
MW
are present
in these functions. They remain after applying the MS
prescription for absorbing the divergences into the opera-
tors in Eq. (1) that generate C
(p)
i (µ0). Several operators
can serve as the corresponding counterterms — see sec-
tion 4.8 of Ref. [6]. Our final results for f
gL,R
i (x) can be
3γ
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FIG. 1: Diagrams with non-SM b → t vertices that contribute
to f
gL,R
7 (x). The pseudogoldstone boson is denoted by pi.
(and are) found without making any particular choice for
the structure of these operators.
In Eq. (10) and everywhere in the following, non-linear
terms in vL,R and gL,R have been neglected. Includ-
ing them in a consistent manner would require extending
the operator basis (2) to operators of dimension higher
than 6. Consequently, our calculation is valid only for
vL,R, gL,R ≪ 1, even though these quantities are formally
treated as being zeroth order in gw.
The functions fvLi (x) and f
vR
i (x) can be found without
performing any new Feynman diagram computation. A
brief inspection into the structure of QLL and QRR (most
conveniently in the unitary gauge) reveals that all the
relevant Feynman diagrams are identical to those that
have already occurred either in the SM or in the LR-
model [10] analyses of b → sγ. Explicitly (see Eqs. (6)
and (11) of Ref. [11] as well as Eqs. (3.2) and (4.6) of
Ref. [10]):
fvL7 (x) =
3x3 − 2x2
2(x− 1)4 ln x+
22x3 − 153x2 + 159x− 46
36(x− 1)3 ,
fvR7 (x) =
−3x2 + 2x
2(x− 1)3 lnx+
−5x2 + 31x− 20
12(x− 1)2 ,
fvL8 (x) =
−3x2
2(x− 1)4 lnx+
5x3 − 9x2 + 30x− 8
12(x− 1)3 ,
fvR8 (x) =
3x
2(x− 1)3 lnx−
x2 + x+ 4
4(x− 1)2 . (11)
As far as f
gL,R
7 (x) are concerned, our calculation of
these functions has been performed in the Feynman–
γ
Wb s
t t
γ
pib s
t t
FIG. 2: Diagrams with non-SM t¯tγ vertices that contribute to
f
gR
7 (x).
’t Hooft gauge. The relevant Feynman diagrams with
non-SM b → t vertices are shown in Fig. 1. In addition,
analogous six diagrams with non-SM t → s vertices and
two diagrams with non-SM t¯tγ vertices (Fig. 2) occur in
the case of fgR7 (x). In the case of f
gL
7 (x), there are also
diagrams where the intermediate t-quark gets replaced
by u or c. The functions f
gL,R
8 (x) have been found by re-
placing the external photon by the gluon in the diagrams
like the ones in the first row of Fig. 1.
Our final results for f
gL,R
i (x) read:
fgL7 (x) = x ln
µ0
MW
+
−3x4 + 16x3 − 12x2 + 2x
6(x− 1)3 lnx
+
6x3 − 31x2 + 19x
12(x− 1)2 ,
fgR7 (x) = −
1
4
ln
µ0
MW
+
3x4−12x3−27x2+32x−8
24(x− 1)4 lnx
+
−15x3 + 97x2 − 69x+ 11
48(x− 1)3 ,
fgL8 (x) =
2x3 − 6x2 + x
2(x− 1)3 ln x+
x2 + 5x
4(x− 1)2 ,
fgR8 (x) =
4x− 1
2(x− 1)4 lnx+
2x2 − 9x+ 1
4(x− 1)3 . (12)
The diagrams in Figs. 1 and 2 correspond to an off-shell
calculation in the background-field gauge. Calculating on
shell would bring some one-particle reducible diagrams
into the game. Without the background field method,
one would need to include additional diagrams withWγpi
couplings, where pi stands for the pseudogoldstone boson.
We have actually performed the calculation using both
methods, which has served as a cross-check of the final
result.
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
Once the matching conditions are found, the calcula-
tion proceeds precisely as in the SM case. For the purpose
of this section, we shall assume that C
(p)
7,8 (µ0) are real
and neglect the imaginary part of Vtb. The B¯ → Xsγ
4bound δvL vR gL gR C
(p)
7 C
(p)
8
upper 0.03 0.0025 0.0004 0.57 0.04 0.15
lower −0.13 −0.0007 −0.0013 −0.15 −0.14 −0.56
TABLE I: The current 95%C.L. bounds from Eq. (14) along
the parameter axes for µ0 = 160GeV.
branching ratio for arbitrary real values of ∆C7,8(µ0)
reads [12, 13]
B ≡ B(B¯ → Xsγ)Eγ>1.6GeV × 104 = (3.15± 0.23)
− 8.0∆C7(µ0)− 1.9∆C8(µ0) +O
[
(∆Ci)
2
]
, (13)
for the numerical inputs as specified in Appendix A of
Ref. [13], in particular, µ0 = 160GeV. Inserting our re-
sults from Eqs. (10)–(12) into Eq. (13), one finds
B = (3.15± 0.23)− 8.2 δvL + 427 vR − 837 gL
+ 1.9 gR − 8.0C(p)7 (µ0)− 1.9C(p)8 (µ0)
+ O
[(
δvL, vR, gL, gR, C
(p)
i
)2]
. (14)
As the reader might have expected, the coefficients
at δvL and gR are of the same order as the first (SM)
term, while the coefficients at vR and gL are substan-
tially larger. For vR and gL, an enhancement [10, 14] by
mt/mb takes place, because the SM chiral suppression
factor mb/MW gets replaced by the order-unity factor
mt/MW . This was already evident in Eq. (10).
The negative coefficient at δvL in Eq. (14) differs from
the positive one in Fig. 1 of Ref. [8] where the leading-
order (LO) expression for CSM7 (µ0) was used instead of
our fvL7 (x). The two quantities have different signs due
to an additive constant in the relation
CSM7 (µ0)LO =
1
2
fvL7 (x)−
23
36
. (15)
This constant originates from the SM loops where the
top quark is replaced by the light ones (up and charm).
No such loops are generated by our operator QLL. The
flavour structure of the operators in Refs. [7, 8] has not
been specified in sufficient detail.
The appearance of lnµ0/MW in Eq. (12) implies that
the coefficients at gL and gR in Eq. (14) strongly de-
pend on µ0. These coefficients are well approximated
by −171− 969 lnµ0/MW and −0.87+4.04 lnµ0/MW , re-
spectively. Their µ0-dependence and the one of C
(p)
i (µ0)
should compensate each other in Eq. (14), up to residual
higher-order effects.
Taking into account the current world average [15]
B = 3.55± 0.24 +0.09−0.10 ± 0.03, (16)
one finds that a thin layer in the six-dimensional space
(δvL, vR, gL, gR, C
(p)
7 (µ0), C
(p)
8 (µ0)) remains allowed by
b → sγ. When a single parameter at a time is varied
around the origin (with the other ones turned off), quite
narrow 95%C.L. bounds are obtained. They are listed in
Table I. If several parameters are simultaneously turned
on in a correlated manner, their magnitudes are, in prin-
ciple, not bound by b → sγ alone. However, the larger
they are, the tighter the necessary correlation is, becom-
ing questionable at some point.
It is interesting to compare Table I with the sensitiv-
ity of top quark decay observables to vR, gL and gR.
The ATLAS study in Ref. [1] reveals that their measure-
ments should allow to put bounds on gR at the level of
(a few)×10−2, i.e. stronger than the B¯ → Xsγ ones.
On the other hand, the bounds they expect to set on vR
and gL are more than an order of magnitude weaker than
those in Table I, which is due to the previously mentioned
mt/mb enhancement.
As far as δvL is concerned, single top production mea-
surements at the Tevatron imply δvL = 0.3 ± 0.2 [16].
Around an order of magnitude smaller uncertainty is ex-
pected at the LHC [17], which would definitely overcome
the current B¯ → Xsγ bounds.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have studied the effect of anomalousWtb couplings
on the B¯ → Xsγ branching ratio. The couplings were
introduced via gauge-invariant dimension-six operators.
Our results for the branching ratio dependence on gL and
gR are new. In the case of δvL, we have demonstrated
the necessity of precisely defining the flavour structure
of the relevant operators, which has not been previously
done in sufficient detail.
The well-known mt/mb enhancement [10, 14] implies
that the B¯ → Xsγ bounds on vR and gL are much
stronger than what one can possibly hope to obtain from
studying the top quark production and decay at the LHC.
On the other hand, the future LHC bounds on δvL and
gR are expected to overcome the current B¯ → Xsγ ones.
Considering other FCNC processes would increase the
number of constraints but also bring new FCNC opera-
tors with their Wilson coefficients into the game, so long
as the amplitudes undergo ultraviolet renormalization.
Consequently, the analysis would become more and more
involved. Effects of δvL and vR on b→ sl+l− have been
discussed, e.g., in Refs. [8, 18]. These studies need to
be updated in view of the recent measurements, and ex-
tended to the case of gL and gR. The same refers to the
BB¯ mixing, for which (to our knowledge) no dedicated
calculation has been performed to date.
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